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Agenda

ParentVue

Standards Based Grading and Reporting

Questions and Answers

Question and 
Answer 
Document 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZaQtsVhykYso0x5141Wl8vE-s4X4RMxqsB9ZWYP5L-Y/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZaQtsVhykYso0x5141Wl8vE-s4X4RMxqsB9ZWYP5L-Y/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZaQtsVhykYso0x5141Wl8vE-s4X4RMxqsB9ZWYP5L-Y/edit?usp=sharing


ParentVue

❖ Platform within Synergy that allows parents to see children’s grades, 
communicate with teachers, and much more

❖ Invited to join ParentVue when first in Montgomery County
➢ Log in does not change year to year - if password is forgotten, can 

click link on homepage to reset
➢ First log in needs to be done through invitation letter. If you’ve 

never logged into ParentVue, please contact 
Erin_E_Kleinman@mcpsmd.org to receive your letter. (Include 
child’s full name, grade, and teacher)

https://md-mcps-psv.edupoint.com/ 
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Once account is set up 
first time, you log in at 
this screen.

- Ensure it says 
Mongomery County 
Public Schools at the 
top 

If you forget password, 
click that icon to initiate 
the password reset 

Can select language at 
bottom left of sign on box 
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Once in account, all MCPS children should appear on the screen 
- All listed on home screen 
- Child’s account you’re on will be in top LEFT of screen above the menu- can 

toggle between students there 
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- Can email teacher, receive messages in response

- May contain some reminders from county (NOT specific to child’s classroom)

- Calendar - useful in MS - can see absence by period 

- Lists all subjects and teachers for year 

- Not used at this time 

- Not used at this time 

- Not used at this time 

- Lists all grades in live time (updated every 24 hours) 

- Displays latest report card (interim or marking period report card)

- Shows school of enrollment

- Shows all information from the parent yellow card (beginning of year)

- Link to MyMCPS classroom

- Previous documents (report cards and MAP reports)
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Gradebook
- Upper right- can 

select Marking 
Period 

- Will see list of all 
graded subjects 
and teachers

- Click on MP1 (or 
any MP chosen) 
to see 
breakdown of 
grades in that 
subject
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Once within subject, 
will see each 
measurement topic 
and grade 

Overall mark for 
measurement topic 
will be in “Mark” 
column

Green bar will show 
actual average 
(gradebook rounds 
up at the half)

Click directly on 
Measurement topic 
to see detail of 
assignment grades 
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Overall 
Measurement 
topic will be 
on top of gray 
bar

Each 
assignment 
will be listed 
under gray 
bar- title, 
date of 
assignment, 
then grade 
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Parent 
Resources

- Link to 
MyMCPS 
classroom

- Clicking 
will take 
you to 
child’s view 
of MyMCPS 
(all 
courses) as 
an 
OBSERVER
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MyMCPS 
Classroom

Once inside, 
toggle 
between 
students in top 
RIGHT of 
screen 

Will be 
OBSERVING 
each course- 
unable to 
change 
anything, mark 
up anything, or 
comment
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Documents

- Previous report 
cards

- Previous MAP 
reports (including 
this year’s Fall 
report)

- GT identification or 
other county letters 
(if applicable- will 
NOT see if in K, 1, 2, 
or if new to county, 
or if child screened 
for GT prior to 2020
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Standards Based 
Grading and Reporting



Image credit: Powerschool.com
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Standards Based Grading 
and Reporting
★ Multiple measurement topics per subject 

○ Example: Math- Numbers and Operations in Base Ten, Operations and 
Algebraic Thinking, Measurement and Data, Geometry

★ Grades are only given for assignments that directly measure student learning at 
that standard - effort and other work habits are not accounted for 
○ Example: A child doesn’t write a full paragraph to explain science concept, 

but can draw a labeled diagram that shows full knowledge of concept 
★ Letter grades (A, B, C, D and P, I, N) do NOT symbolize a percentage of 

completion/understanding
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Grading Scale
Grades 2-5 Grades K-1
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Example: 4th grade math  
Measurement Topic: Measurement and Data

Standard: 4.MD.A.3 Apply the area and perimeter formulas for rectangles in real world and mathematical 
problems. For example, find the width of a rectangular room given the area of the flooring and the length, 
by viewing the area formula as a multiplication equation with an unknown factor.

Skill on Quiz: Find the Area and Perimeter of a garden

A: Able to find the area and the perimeter including correct labeling of each showing understanding of square 
feet (area) versus feet (perimeter). Can shown both on a model. Small calculation error ok as long as both are 
correctly found and labeled. Full understanding)

B: Can identify which is area and which is perimeter, but may not label correctly, or may be unable to show on a 
model, demonstrating a general understanding of concept, but not complete understanding. Small calculation 
error ok. 

C: Switches area and perimeter. Limited understanding- knows in general how to find one or both but does not 
understand the meaning of each one or what the answer indicates

D: No understanding- unable to find area or perimeter, or show what those terms mean on a model

Neatness of work, full sentences etc. are not part of the grade
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Learning Skills Grading
Learning Skills are work habits. These are learning behaviors and habits that help a child 
be a successful learner.  They are measured with DEM (demonstrating that work habit), 
PRG (progressing towards demonstrating that habit), and N (not yet able to demonstrate 
that work habit)
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Additional Report Card Marks
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Questions and Answers
Review Q and A doc



Credits

Special thanks to all the people who made and released these awesome resources for 
free:

• Presentation template by SlidesCarnival
• Photographs by Pexels
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http://www.slidescarnival.com/?utm_source=template
https://www.pexels.com/

